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1. INTRODUCTION
Periodicities and other regularities in strings represent a pervasive notion in many areas
of Science1 e.g., Combinatorics, Theory of Probability and Stochastic Processes, Symbolic
Dynamics, System Theory, Molecular Biology, etc. In Computer Science these notions
are encountered in Coding and Automata Theory, Formal Languages Theory, Data Com-
pression, etc. A typical regularity that might affect an assigned string x is a Jquare. i.e..
a subpattern of x consisting of two consecutive instances of the same string (e.g., ebch
is a square in abcbcbabb, and so is bb). Squares in strings were first studied by Axel
Thue [19, 20] early in this century. Thue discovered that, with an alphabet of more than
two characters, one can build indefinitely long 'square-free' strings, i.e., strings having no
squares as substrings. Hence, squares are avoidable [14] regularities in strings.
Since the work of Thue, a substantial body of literature has been developed on the
subject. In particular, the problem has been approached of testing the square-freedom of a
string and/or detecting and counting all squares and repetitions in a string. This problem
is relevant to a variety of applications, some of which are listed. in [15J. In addition,
squares and repetitions playa significant role in the computation of some special substring
statistics for a string (7].
There are optimal, linear-time sequential algorithms for testing the square-freedom of
a string over a bounded alphabet [10, 16J. A fast and elegant square-freedom test using
fingerprinting techniques was given in [18]. More recently, the problem has been studied
--- --a-Iso-in-the-framework-of-para:Uel-com:ptfta:tioii on a-RltM-withn processors. TheCRCW-----
algorithm in [11] takes O(log2 n) time and linear space or O(logn) time and quadratic
space. The CRCW algorithm in [3] takes O(logn) time and linear space. The fastest
sequential algorithms [6, 9, 15] detect all squares in O(n logn) time. As shown in [9],
there can be B(n log n) distinct positioned squares in a string x of n symbols. A notable
example of such classes of strings is offered by the Fibonacci words which are defined
recursively as follows: 10 = aj II = b and, for i > I, Ii = li-Ifi-2. (Fibonacci words
not only have 8(nlogn) distinct positioned squares, but also 0(nlogn) distinct square
substrings [4].) Thus, the algoritluns in [6, 9, 15] are optimal, and the algorithm in [3]
achieves optimal speed-up.
In this paper, we introduce and study another form of regularity in strings that we
call quasiperiodicity. A string z is qUMiperiodic if there is a second string w #- z such
that every position of z falls within some occurrence of w in z. For example, the string
z = abaabababaaba is quasiperiodic, since it can be obtained. by the concatenation and
superposition of 5 instances of w = aba. It is clear that a string contains some quasiperiodic
substring only if it contains a square. Since squares are avoidable regularities in strings,
so are also the quasiperiodicities. Here, we show that all maximal quasiperiodic substrings
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of a string x of n symbols can be detected in time D(n log2 n) and linear auxiliary space.
InfonnallYl a quasiperiodic substrings z of x is maximal if no extension of z could be
covered by either the same word w covering z or by an extension wa of w.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall some basic facts
of combinatorics on words. Section 3 contains theoretical developments that subtend the
criteria used by the algorithm. Sections 4 and 5 contain a description of our algoritlun.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND FACTS
Let :E be an alphabet. Following standard notation, we use I;+ to denote the free semigroup
generated by E, and set E· = E+ Up.}, where). is the empty word. An element of 1::+
is called a string or word1 and is denoted by one of the letters l,s,u,v,w,x,y and z. If
x = vwy, then the integer Ivl +1, where Ivl is the length of v, is the (starting) position in x
of the substring w of x. vVe also say that each one of the positions lvl +1, Ivl +2, .,., lui + Iwl
of x is covered by the occurrence of w at position Ivl + 1.
A word x is primitive if setting x = sk implies k = 1. A word x is strongly primitive
or square-free if every substring of x is a primitive word. A square is any string of the
form 55 where 5 is a primitive word. For example, cabca and cababd are primitive words,
but cabca is also strongly primitive, while cababd is not, due to the square abab. Given
a square 55, 5 is the root of that square and also its period. Let now w be a substring
-----~-of-x--ha:virfg-a:t-le-a:st-t\vo-distinctoccurrences i~Tlien, tliere are woras u, y--;U'-;:jjl sucli--···
that u ¥- u l , and x = uwy = Ulwyl. Assuming w.I.o.g. lui < lu'l, we say that those two
occurrences of w in x are disjoint iff lu'l> luwl, adjacent iff lull = [uwl and overlapping
if lu'! < [uwl· Then, it is not difficult to show (see, e.g., [14]) that word x contains two
overlapping occurrences of a word w ¥- ,\ iff x contains a word of the form avava with
a E 'E and v a word. 'Ne can thus list the following
Fact 1. A word x contains a square if and only if some pair of identical substrings of x
are adjacent or overlap.
Given a word x = XIX2 ... Xrll the i-th rotation of x (i = 1,2, ... ,n) is the string
w = XjXi+I",Xn Xl X2 ... Xi-I. Since all rotations of x have equal length, then for any two
such rotations wand W / , W =J:. Wi implies that wand w' differ in at least one symbol. The
following easy fact holds (d., e.g., [12]).
Fact 2. String X has a total of Ixi/q distinct rotations if and only if x = vq for some
primitive word v E E+.
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3. QUASIPERIODS
A primitive string w is a period of another string z if z = wew' for some integer c > 0 and
Wi a prefix of w. A string z is periodic if z has a period w such that Iwj ::::; ]zl/2. It is a
well known fact of combinatorics on words that a string can be periodic in only one period
[13J.
A string W CQVeTJ another string z if every position of z is covered by some occurrence
of win z. In particular, every string is covered by itself. If z is covered by w ::j:. z, we say
that z is quasiperiodic, and the ordered sequence of all occurrences of w in z is called the
W-CQver of z. A periodic string is always also quasiperiodic, but the converse is not true.
A string z is :mperprimitive if z is not quasiperiodic. Clearly, a superprimitive string is
also primitive. However, the converse is not true. For example, aba is superprimitive and
also primitive, but abaabaab is primitive but not superprimitive, since the superprimitive
string abaab covers it. Clearly, for any string z there is always some superprimitive string
w that covers z. String w is a qualJiperiod for z. The following lemma entitles us to speak
unambiguously of the qunsiperiod of a string.
Lemma 1. Every string z has exactly one quasiperiod.
Proof. The assertion is obviously true if z is superprimitive, thus we assume henceforth
that z is quasiperiodic. Let wand w' be two distinct quasiperiods for z, and assume w.l.o.g.
____-'t"'h",a"-t jw I 12Jw[. Since both wand w' cover z,..1l;len3LJ_mJl~tLb_e_a_pr_efucoLw~.--For_the_same _
reason, w must be a suffix of Wi. We now show that w covers w', thus contradicting the
assumption that w' is superprimitive. In fact, let Zl be the longest common prefix of z and
Wi such that w covers Zl. Assume then jz'[ < [w'l. Since w covers z, then Iz'[;::: Iw'l- [wi.
But w is a suffix of Wi, whence w also covers w'. •
An occurrence of a string w in another string z is called henceforth a (w-)segment,
and is identified by the pair (i, w), where i is its starting position in z, or simply by i when
this causes no confusion.
Lemma 2. Let w be the quasiperiod of z, and i and j be two consecutive segments in the
w-cover of z. Then v = ZjZi+l ..•Zj_l is a primitive word.
Proof. Assume that v is not primitive and set v = U C for some primitive word u and
c > 1. Under our assumptions, we have an occurrence of v2 = u 2c at position i in z. But
then there is an occurrence of v at position i + lui < j, whence i and j are not consecutive
segments in the w-cover of z, a contradiction. _
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Corollary 1. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2, string v = ZiZi+l ...Zj_l is the root of a
square In z.
Proof. Straightforward. •
Let now x be a string of n symbols. A segment (i l z) of x such that z is quasiperiodic
Jpan.s a qua,siperiodicity of x. A quasiperiodicity z of x is fully identified by the triplet of
its starting position i in X, its quasiperiod w and its .span Iz[. Quasiperiodicity (i, w, Izl)
of x is maximal if the following two conditions are satisfied. First, there is no other
quasiperiodicity (if, W, Iz'l) of x such that [z'l > i - i' + IzI. In other words, (i, w, Izl) is
not embedded in another quasiperiodicity having identical quasiperiod. Second, letting a
be the symbol of x at position i + lz[, we have that wa does not cover za. Clearly, any two
maximal quasiperiodicities in the fonn (i, W, (zl) and (i', W, jz']) must be disjoint.
\Ve are interested in detecting all maximal quasiperiodicities of a string x. Our ap-
proach will be similar to the one adopted in [6] for detecting all squares in x. In particular.
we resort to the notion of a suffix tree for x [17] (see Fig. 1). Informally, the suffi.'X: tree
T:r: associated with string x is a digital search tree that collects all suffixes of xb, where b is
a symbol not belonging to E. In the compact representation of the tree, each arc of T:r: is
labeled with a substring of x and each leaf is labeled with the starting position of a unique
suffix of xb. Thus. the concatenation of the labels on the (unique) path leading from the
----,o-o-tc.of T:r: to leaf i describes the suffix of xb starting at position i. The label of each arc
can be compactly encoded into a suitable pair of pointers to a single reference copy of x.
Thus_ T:r: can be stored in space linear in Ixl. The construction of T:r: for a string x of n
symbols can be carried out in time O(nlog lEI) [171.
Following [17], we say that a substring w of x has a proper locU3 in T:r: if there is a
node a: of T:r: such that the concatenation of the labels from the root of T:r: to a: describes
w. It is easy to check that, if a substring w of x has no proper locus in T:r: I then there is
always at least another substring Wi in the fonn w' = wv which does. The proper locus
of the shortest such extension w' of w is the extended locus of w. In the following, we say
that a: is the locus of w in x to indicate that a: is either the locus or the extended locus of
w, and we use T: to denote the subtree of T:r: rooted at a:.
Lemma 3. Let w be a substring of x and let 0:' be the locus of w in T:r:_ Then, the leaves
of T~ are the starting positions of all and only the occurrences of w in x.
Proof. An immediate consequence of the definition of T:r:. •
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Lemma 4. Let (i, w, Iz[) be a maximal periodicity of x. Then, w has a proper locus in
T,.
Proof. Assume that w has only an extended locus in Tz1 and let Wi be the extension of
w such that the locus a of Wi is the extended locus of w. Let iI, i2 , ... ik be the ordered
sequence of w-segments that cover z. Observe that z = XiIXi1+l ...Xjj,+lwl_l' By Lemma
3, we have that every occurrence of w in x is a prefix of a corresponding occurrence of Wi.
Consider the substring Zl = Iii Xii +l",xik+lw'[-l' Clearly, Wi covers Zl. But z is a prefix
of Zl, whence periodicity z is not maximal. •
Let S be an arbitrary set of w-segments of x, ordered according to their starting
positions. A maximal substring jV of S such that any two consecutive segments of JV are
either adjacent or overlap is called a run [7]. The size of a run is the number of segments
in it. 'Vhen reasoning in terms of a node n of Tz , we use vV( n) to denote the word UJ
having node n as its proper locus, and we use den) to denote the depth of a, defined as
dC"'l = !w! = !WC"'l!. A maximal substring i" i" ...• i. (k > 1) of the ordered sequence of
leaves in T: with the property that, for 1 < f::; k, if - i1-1 S [vV(n)[ = d(a) represents
a run of W(a) segments based on the set of all W(a) segments. We say that .N is a run
at a. A run.JV coalesces at a if N is a run at a but JV is not a run at any of the children
of a.
~------c----c­
Theorem 1. (i,-;'~I-';I) is· a maximal quasiperiodicity of x if and only if there is a node a
in Tz and a run.JV = iiI, i2 , ••• , id coalescing at a such that i 1 = i, i k = i -1 + Izj- den)
and for no ancestor f3 of a leaf i 1 falls in the same run at f3 with leaf i 1 + den) - d({3).
Proof. (if). Let a be a node of Tz and.N ={ii, i 2, ...i k} be a run that coalesces at a and
having the properties stated in the claim. Clearly, the segment (ill z) that corresponds to
Xi,Xi1+1 •.. Xi.l:-l+d(n-) spans a quasiperiodicity of x. Let xi.l:+d(n-) = a. Since./V coalesces
at a, then word W(a)a cannot cover za. Thus the only way in which (i, W(a), Izl) could
fail to be maximal is if W(a) is not superprimitive. Assume that this is the case and let
y be the quasiperiod of W( a). It is easy to see that, since W( a) has a proper locus in Tz ,
then so does the suffix y of W(a). Since y is also a prefix of W(a), then the proper locus
f3 of y is an ancestor of a. Clearly, i1 and i 1 + Izi - 1 -lyl share a run at {J, contrary to
the assumption.
(only if). By Lenuna 4, w has a proper locus a in Tz . Since (i,w,jzl) is maximal,
then the occurrences of w that cover z form a run N at a. Assume that N does not
coalesce at a. Then, there is a direct son 7 of a such that N is also a run at 7. But then,
every segment (j,w) in the cover of (i,z) can be extended into a corresponding segment
(j, w f ) where w' = wv = VV( 7). Letting a be the first symbol of v, we have then that wa
covers za. which contradicts the hypothesis that (i, w, Izl) be maximal. Assume now that
for some ancestor {3 of a leaves i and i + d(a) - d({3) fall in the same run. Then Y'V(,B)
covers w, which contradicts the assumption that w is superprimitive. •
4. CLIMBING T, WITH RUNS
Based on Theorem 1, the task of detecting all maximal quasiperiodicities in x can be
divided into two subtasks. The first subtask consists of computing all runs that coalesce
at the internal nodes of T~. The second subtask is to check, for each one of such runs.
whether or not its constituent segments are superprimitive. Although we shall see that
these two subtasks can be both carried out during a single walk through T~, it is convenient
to consider them separately.
In this section, we concentrate on the implementation of the first subtask. I.e .. the
computation of all saturating runs of T~. Such a computation will be carried out during
a bottom-up visit of Tx , in such a way that the synthesis of the runs that coalesce at
the generic node a is based somewhat on the already computed runs at the children of
a. The crux of our method is to maintain an appropriate description of the collection of
runs at each node of Tx as we climb up from the leaves towards the root of the tree. The
computation of all saturating runs in T~ is a trivial by-product of this maintenance. In
the following, we assume for simplicity of exposition that Tx is a binary tree, but it will
----Ibe-apparent-that-this-restriction-can-be-waived-with-no-substa:n:Ha:I-p-e-nalty:--Tli:rougnout--
the rest of this section, we concern ourselves with establishing the following result.
Theorem 2. There is an algorithm to detect all saturating runs of x in O(nlog2 n) time.
Proof. The proof is a consequence of the explicit construction that follows. •
Our maintenance scheme consists of repeated applications of two basic procedures.
The first such procedure is called MERGE and operates as follows. Let a be a node in
Tr , and let at and a2 be the children of a. Let L a, and L cr2 be the sorted lists of leaves
at at and a2, respectively, and assume that L crl and L cr2 are individually partitioned into
disjoint consecutive sublists where each sublist represents a run of W(a) segments. The
task of MERGE at a is to combine the structured lists L crl and L cr2 into a single, similarly
structured list La. Thus, each sublist of L cr will be a run of W( a) segments at a, and the
runs saturating at a will be given precisely by the sublists of L cr that did not fonnerly
exists in either L crl or L~2. Note that the input to this MERGE consists of segments of
length d(a), while the runs at, say, al contain segments of length d(at} > d(a). In other
words, the input to the MERGE at a does not exactly coincide with the outputs of the two
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MERGEs that took place at al and 0"'2, respectively. Infact, the list that results, say, from
the lvIERGE at al is partitioned iuto runs of W(al) segments, while the corresponding
list L cy, that serves as input to the MERGE at a: must be partitioned in terms of W(a)
segments. The transfonnation of one partition iuto the other is the objective of the second
procedure, which is called CLIP. In general, CLIP transforms the run partition of the list
La of all W(a) segments at node Cl:' iuto the run partition that would pertain to L OI if this
list consisted of }V(,B) segments, where j3 = Father{a]. Clearly, an appropriate mixture
of MERGEs and CLIPs will realize the evolution of the runs as we climb up in Tx from
the leaves to the root. The time performance of our maintenance scheme depends on the
implementation of MERGE and CLIP. This is examined next.
We consider first the MERGE at the generic node 0'. Let as before L U1 and L a2 be
the sorted lists ofleaves at 0'1 and Cl!2, respectively, and assume w.l.o.g. that ILul1 :::; ILa2 1.
We can obtain the sorted list of leaves La = L U1 U L a2 in time O(lLa1llog IL(2 1) by
standard balanced-tree [1] allocation of each list. Actually, the data structure introduced
in [6] can support the computation of the sorted lists of leaves at all nodes of Tr in overall
O(n logn) time. Recall, however, that the MERGE at Cl! must also produce the partition of
La into runs of W( a) segments, starting from the appropriate partitions of L a, and LOt?
Therefore, we actually need to allocate each run of a list into a separate balanced tree. The
global balanced tree considered at the beginning is needed mainly as an index to access the
individual runs and unaggregated segments in the list. In conclusion, the data structure
needed at node a can be visualized as a collection of balanced trees organized on two
levels. At the top level, we have the inde:z; tree, each leaf of which is either a simple vV(a)
segment or the representative (e.g., the leftmost W(a) segment) ofa run, according to the
case. At the bottom level, each leaf of the index that represents a run points to a balanced
tree specifically dedicated to allocate that run. In the following, we use the term two-tree
to refer to this structure. As seen earlier, the global lists only undergo expansions as the
bottom up computation progresses. On the other hand, we will see that the individual
run sublists behave like concatenable queue.'!, i.e., they undergo concatenation.'! as well as
.'Iplitting.'l (we conform to [I} for these notions). This and other circumstances that will
be seen in the sequel prevent the resort to the technique of [6]. However, we are already
in a position to show that the total work charged by the MERGEs can be bounded by
O(nlog2 n). For this, it is sufficient to perform a MERGE by always inserting segments
from the smaller list into the larger one. Then, each leaf can be involved in at most log n
insertions. If two-trees are used to implement the lists of segments with their corresponding
run partitions, then each insertion charges O(logn) elementary steps. In fact, at any given
time there can be at most n segments in any index list or individual run, and the insertion
of a newcomer segment only involves a finite number of concatenable-queue operations on
balanced trees. In conclusion, the total cost of all applications of our current version of
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MERGE can be bounded by O(nlog'nl.
Consider now the task of CLIP. Each segment at the outset of a CLIP can be regarded
as the clipped version of a corresponding segment in the input. If we imagine to perform
such a clipping simultaneously on all segments at 0:, we can expect in general that the
clipping of a segment originally in a run will break the nUl into two pieces. Thus, it
appears that, in order to extract the rWl partition at Father[a], we would have to re-scan
the list L rt of Wen) segments clipping the segments one by one. However, assume that
the clipped segment (i, 'YV(Father[a:J)) breaks a former rWl of W(a:) segments at Q. This
implies that i is the position of a substring 88 of x such that i + lsI is the successor of i
in T: and d(FatheT[an < 151 :S d(a). The following known fact from [61 proves that 5 is
primitive, whence ss is a square in x ..,
Fact 3. U, yy) is a square in x if and only if there is a node 'Y in T~ such that d( 7) ~ Iyl,
and j and j + Iyj are consecutive leaves in TJ.
In conclusion, a run is not affected in the transition from a to Father[a] unless
such a transition splits the ron in correspondence with a pair (i, i + /sl) of consecutive
W(a) segments such that lsi is the period (i.e., root length) of a square (i,ss) in x and
d(Father[a]) < lsi::; d(a). If one could access in succession only those leaves of LOt
that are starting positions of such squares, then the update of the run partition of La
would only require the time necessary to perform a number of run splittings equal to the
-------nn"umcrn15eror-niese leaves. Ea:cn: splitting can be charged to the unique square it destroys.
Thus, the total number of splittings performed throughout the bottom-up computation is
bOWlded by the maximwn possible number of squares in x i.e., O(nlogn). If we manage
to implement our CLIPs using the two-tree allocation of runs discussed earlier! then each
split will charge O(logn) time, whence the total work charged by all CLIPs throughout
our bottom-up computation will be O(nlog2 n). Before we can claim this bound, however,
we need to analyze the overhead imposed by the maintenance of the lists which provide
fast sequential access to the needed positions of squares. We call these lists a.ccess lists.
At node a, we will have one access list for every distinct square period p < d(a). The
idea is that, in the transition from a to Father[o:], we will individually process, in order
of decreasing periods, the access lists relative to the periods larger than d(Father[o:]). An
access list is discarded after this use.
Observe that Fact 3 guarantees that all positioned squares (and periods) needed in
the transition from a to Father[a] are detected from pairs of consecutive adjacent or
overlapping segments during one of the MER GEs that take place at a or at some descendant
"'I of a. As part of that MERGE, we may have that the first term in each newly discovered
pair of adjacent or overlapping segments be inserted into its appropriate access list. To
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ensure the correctness of our approach, we need then to show that every segment from L"!
that ends up in one of the access lists at a has the same successor in Lo: than it had in L,.
This is done in the following Lemma 5. The lemma also ensures that a leaf of La cannot
simultaneously belong to two or more access lists, whence the total number of entries in
the collection of all access lists at any given node a: is linear in the number of leaves in T:.
Lemma 5. Let "'( be a descendant of Ot in TX1 and let j and j + Ivl, with Ivl < d(a) be
consecutive leaves in L-r. Then j and j + Ivl are consecutive leaves in LOt.
Proof. By Fact 3 U, vv) is a square, and thus v is primitive. By Fact 2, all rotations of
v are distinct. Asswne the existence of an intermediate node i3 on the path from i to a
such that a leaf h, with j < h < j + lvi, is in Tr Then there is an occurrence of v at h.
But this is impossible, since the segments of length Ivl that begin between j and j + lvl
are precisely all distinct rotations of v. •
To summarize, consider again the list La of all leaves in T~. Let PI > P2 > ... > Pk
be the distinct periods of squares the roots of which have loci at a or at ancestors of 0' in
T~. Finally, assume that, for each PI (1 < f < k), we have the ordered list L! of all leaves
of La that are starting positions of squares having period length PI. The implementation
of CLIP in the transition from 0' to Father[O'] is as follows. vVe consider, in order of
decreasing period, all the lists L! such that PI > d(Father[a:]). For each such list , we
- ----- scan flieleavesii1tlielisCin succession and~-in correspondence-widleach such leaf, split ---
a former run at a. VV'hen all lists that needed to be considered are exhausted, they are
simply discarded, having produced the run partition at Father[O'J. As mentioned, the
total charges made by this work thru all CLIPs are O(nlog2 n). In fact, each run splitting
that takes place during a CLIP can be charged to a distinct square among the O(nlogn)
squares of x, and each run splitting takes' O(logn) steps. It is not difficult to upgrade
MERGE in such a way that the procedure also maintains the L! access lists, without
penalty in the time complexity of the procedure.
In conclusion, the bottom-up computation of runs described in this section takes
O(n log2 n) time and requires linear auxiliary space. This concludes our discussion of
Theorem 2. In view of Theorem 1, however, our computation only yields all candidate
quasiperiodicities in x. In order for one such candidate triplet (i,w,lzl) to actually be a
quasiperiodicity, word w must be superprimitive. Thus, our strategy must provide also
means for certifying the superprimitivity of all candidate quasiperiods detected. This
problem is studied in the next section.
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5. THE AUTHENTICATION OF QUASIPERIODS
Recall that, whenever at some node fr of T~ a new nm JV coalesces, then the segment (i, =)
of x spaWled by that run is instantaneously known. In fact, i is the fust leaf in.iV and also
the starting position of z, and Izi = (ik + [wl- 1) - i, where i k is the last leaf in JV and
w = W(a) (whence [wi = d(a)). With trivial extra bookkeeping, the triplet (i,lwl,lzl).
which fully characterizes JV, can be produced in constant time during the MERGE at Ci.
Note that the format of this triplet is similar to that of a quasiperiodicity, and in fact it
denotes a quasiperiodicity if and only if w is superprimitive. In this section, we describe
how the superprimitivity of every candidate quasiperiod is tested.
Since there are no more runs than there are squares in X, then we do not have to
test more than O(n Iogn) candidate quasiperiodicities. Testing the superprimitivity of an
isolated string requires at least time linear in the length of that string. However. Theorem
1 suggests that one could exploit the structure of suffix trees to perform each test much
faster. As the following brief discussion shows, this is true, but the main problem is to
avoid having to test the same candidate too many times.
Assume we made the convention that, at the time that JV coalesces, the corresponding
triplet (i, Iwl, Izl) is appended to a special tCJt list Q associated with N. Triplets in a test
list can be stored in order of increasing i. As said, triplet (i, Iwl,lzl) is introduced in the
test list Q associated with N when JV coalesces, and is removed. from a test list if and only
if~om~sgbseqg~p.t Ml?EQE .2.J:'0ves W__to be_quasiReriQcli~_._L_emma_5__ens_ures__ that,_ once_a _
triplet is removed from its test list, it is never re-introouced in any test list. In fact, both
the introduction of (i, Iwl, Izl) in a test list and its possible subsequent removal can be put
in one-to-one correspondence with a distinct square in x. Thus, no more that O(nlogn)
insertions and deletions of triplets take place throughout the bottom-up visit of T7;' If
also the individual test lists are allocated each on a separate balanced tree, then their
maintenance thru the bottom-up visit of Tr does not affect the D(n log2 n) time bound of
the preceding section. In fact these lists are just merged during MERGEs and split during
CLIPs, much in the same way as it happens to their associated runs. However, the real
bottleneck along these lines is not in the maintenance of test lists but in their use. After
each MERGE, we would have to consider explicitly each individual test lists and check its
elements one by one for superprimitivity. An element in a list may be checked several times
without this resulting in the removal of that element from the list. Thus, the associated
work may well exceed the D(n log2 n) time bound that we want to achieve. The upgrade of
procedure MERGE which we now proceed to describe follows a different approach which
gets around this difficulty. As a result, we will limit to O(logn) the number of tests per
candidate, and we will be able to perform each test in constant amortized time. From
now OD, we extend the notion of run to individual segments, which are thus considered
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singleton runs.
Our first step is to associate a unique special segment with each node of Tx . (Among
other things, we need such a segment to take upon itself some of the work charged by the
subsequent superprimitivity tests.) For this, consider a node a of Tr and let, as earlier, L 01
and L a2 be the run-partitioned lists of Wee:) segments at the two children al and 0:2 of 0'.
respectively. Assume IL"'11 ~ [L0'21. so that the elements of Lc'l are inserted in succession
into the run structUI'e LO'2 • Let N be the first one among the runs coalescing at a. In
the general case, .JV results from the coalescence of a number of previously disjoint runs
of L 02 • ~IVl, JV2 , ••• , .Nh • which were connected by MERGE through segments from L eYl (see
Fig. 2). Observe that, since.lV coalesces at 0:, then at least one of these runs is nonempty,
and thus .IV} is certainly nonempty. Let (i},w) and (ibw) be the first and last segment
of N I , respectively. Since.lV:f .IV}, then if (ibw) does not have a predecessor in./V then
(it, w) must have a successor in .IV. We define the charaeteri3tic 3egment of a to be (i1> w),
if (it, w) has a predecessor in JV, and to be the successor of (it,w) othenvise. Thus, the
immediate predecessor of the characteristic segment of every node was not the immediate
predecessor of that segment prior to the MERGE at that node. Since a characteristic
segment and its immediate predecessor are not disjoint at the time of coalescence, then
the introduction of characteristic segments has ultimately the effect of mapping each node
of T z into a distinct candidate quasiperiod in x. Obviously, if this quasiperiod fails to be
superprimitive, then every candidate quasiperiodicity issued at a also fails, and vice versa.
D~~~ the MEij,g~at a, it i~_~r:ivi~l~o spo~_the ~_J:1_~~teristi£s~g~e~t_~f Ct" .. t?!l_the
fly. The most important consequence of the introduction of characteristic segments is
the fact, already noted earlier, that we may have only D(n) charateristic segments (one
for each node of T z ), even though we could have 0(nlogn) candidate quasiperiodicities.
This means that we can keep a pointer from every candidate quasiperiodicity to its node of
coalescence, and tag nodes that are subsequently discovered not to be loci of superprimitive
strings. At the end of the visit of T z , it is easy to combine the information accumulated
in this way, and thus get all and only the maximal quasiperiodicities of x.
Assume now that that (;", w) was found to be the characteristic segment of a and let
(i, w, jzl) be the triplet describing the associated run Nand j' be the predecessor of j in
N. Observe that, if J' - j' .:::; Iwl/2, then w is periodic, hence not superprimitive. ·We can
thus state the following fact.
Fact 4. If J' - j' :::;. Iwl/2, then (i, w, [zl) is not a maximal quasiperiodicity.
We know from Theorem 1 that, if w is not superprimitive, then a run covering w will
coalesce at some node higher in the tree. The following lenuna shows that such a run will
be actually a necklace, a condition that is crucial to our construction.
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Lemma 6. Assume j - j' ::; ]wl/2. Then, there is an ancestor p of Q:' such that / and
j' + Iwl- TtV(.B) are in a same necklace coalescing at .B-
Proof. By the definition of characteristic segment. there must be two distinct symbols b
and b' in:E such that (j', wb') and (j, wb) are positioned substrings of x. Since w is periodic.
then there is a primitive prefix u of wand an integer g > 1 such that w = uYu', where
u' is a possibly empty prefix of u. Clearly, uu' covers w. l\!Ioreover, (/ + IUk-1Luu1bl )
and (j + luk - l Luu'b) are positioned substrings of x. Hence uu' has a proper locus in Tx.
Letting p be this proper locus, the claim readily follows. •
Fact 4 and Lemma 6 show that if j - j' :$; Iwl/2, then we can already predict that a
run covering the one just coalesced will be discovered at some later stage. Thus, no action
is needed. A run )V for which, for every pair of consecutive segments (I 1 w) and (m, w) in
.\f, we have m - 1 > Iwl/2 is called a necklace. Necklaces are the only type of runs that
need testing. \Vith ea'Sy bookkeeping, it is trivial to check whether a run is a necklace in
constant time at the time it coalesces. From now on, we say shorthand that a segment is
the characteristic segment of a nm or necklace to mean that it is the characteristic segment
of the node for which that ron or necklace is the first one to coalesce.
Lemma 7. For any position j of x, the number of times that j can be the starting position
of the characteristic segment of a necklace is O(logn).
Proof. Let (jIW) be the characteristic segment of some necklace N, and let (j',w) be
the predecessor of (j, w) in N (see Fig. 3). Let w' be the longest prefix of w for which
(j', Wi) is the characteristic segment of some necklacel and let N' be this second necklace.
Finally, let (j", Wi) be the predecessor of (j, w') in )V'. It will be sufficient to show that
i-i" < 2(j - j')/3. To see this, assume j - j" 2:: 2(j - /)/3, as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
Iwll 2:: j - jll 2:: 2(j - /)/3, whence /' - / .::; Iw'I/2. Now, Wi is a prefix of w, and thus it
occurs at /. But then Wi has a period not exceeding 1/2jw'l, hence Wi is periodic, and N'
is not a necklace. •
We go back to our upgrade of MERGE. If (j,w) is found to be the characteristic
segment for the first necklace at node a, then the quadruple (i,J', Iwl, Izl) describing that
necklace is generated and assigned to (e.g., appended to a list associated with) leaf j (d.
Fig. 3). (In practice, we need a pointer from leaf j to node a, and a record of j'j we
carry along quadruples for ease in mnemonics.) In our strategy, this quadruple will stay
with leaf j throughout a number of MERGEs and CLIPs, possibly with other quadruples
similarly assigned to j in the process.
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Assume that (i,l, Iwl,lzl) was assigned to leaf j at a but w is not superprmutlve.
\Vith reference to Fig. 3. b and Fig. 4, we examine the implications of Theorem 1 in this
case. By that theorem, there is an ancestor ,8 of a such that letting WI = W(,B), there are
leaves j/l < j and /1/ = / + Iwl-lw'l in L p, possibly with j" = /1/, such that j, j',/' and
jill are all positions of Wi segments in some run (actually, necklace in view of Lemma 6) .NI
coalescing at (3. Note that as soon as we detect such a situation, then we know that the
triplet (i, w, Izl) fails to be a quasiperiodicity, as it is supplanted by the triplet (ii, Wi, Iz'j)
representing JVI.
To better convey our method, we examine first the special situation where the following
conditions are simultaneously satisfied (d. Fig. 3.b):
1) Leaf J" joins leaves j and j' precisely at 13;
2) Leaf J'II coincides with j"; and, finally
3) /' + Iw'l :::: J' + Iwl, i.e., the ends of segments (j', w) and (jl/, w') coincide.
Assume w.l.o.g. that segment (j", w') is inserted into a run partition containing
segments (j/, w') and (j, Wi). After the insertion, J" would find j as its immediate successor
in a necklace of L/3. Recall that the quadruple (i,1',lwl, [zl) had been assigned to leaf j.
The presence of this quadruple alerts us that an old candidate has to be tested. The test
itself is easy, since it only involves checking whether or not j' is in the same necklace as j"
at this point. Note that the quadruple itself is used both to trigger and to shape the test,
since it supplies the leaf 1'. In general, we would have more than one quadruple associated
\vith j, each coming froin some "deeper", still uriresolved-·candidate quasiperiod that also
had its characteristic segment at j. All such quadruples can be similarly tested.
In the general case, one or more of conditions 1-3 just discussed will not hold. In par-
ticular, leaves /' and /" join j at different nodes. Specifically, we will have two significant
intermediate nodes between a and 13. We call these nodes I and TJ, and define them as
follows (see Fig. 4). Node'Y is the deepest ancestor of a at which leaves j" and J appear
in the same list (note: this is the same as saying that j" and J. appear consecutively in
a necklace). Node TJ is the deepest ancestor of a where leaf 1'" appears in the same list
with j and 1'. Note that we need a way to identify ji" at TJ. We can have that node 'Y is
an ancestor of TJ, or I = TJ or I is a descendant of TJ. Below, we only illustrate how the
case where 'Y is a descendant of TJ and TJ =f:. j3 is handled by our upgraded MERGE. The
remaining cases are similar and are left for an exercise. Observe that j''' comes in form of
a segment of length d(TJ) > d(I3), while we need. to test whether segments l' and /" belong
in the same necklace at TJ, i.e., when their corresponding segments have length ]w'l = db).
Thus, one difficulty is in computing d(j3) during the merge at 'Tf, and another is in keeping
track of the need for a specific test at 13 in the transition from 'Tf to j3. Before we proceed
with the discussion, we note a lemma that gives a characterization of leaf jill at 'Tf. We will
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use such a characterization to overcome the first problem.
Lemma 8. At node 1/, Assume the integer 3 = j + Iwl is inserted in LTJ' After such an
insertion! the immediate left neightbor of] is either l" or the immediate successor of lll.
Proof. The claim is a direct consequence of the definition of necklace, i.e., of the fact that
VV(1/) is not periodic. •
Let now VV( i) = wlv. As already observed, the insertion of (P', w'v) into the necklace
partition at i leads j" to an impact with leaf j, the carrier of the quadruple (i,j', Iwl, Izl).
Thus, the procedure learns of the candidate quasiperiodicity (i, w,lzl), and possibly of
other candidates attached to the list associated with j. The procedure inserts a spurious
(i.e., specially marked) leaf labeled] = j' + Iwl into L-y- The role of ] is to act as a
sentinel that awaits the possible arrival of leaf j"'. Similar sentinels are issued for any
other quadruple assigned to j.
Consider now the MERGE at node Tf. When llf joins j and j", it also finds sentinel]
in constant time, by virtue of Lemma 8. This is all is needed to compute Iw' ]= 3- j/ll, i.e.,
the depth of the node f3 at which the actual test on j' and P" will have to take place. The
procedure stores the triplet (lw'l,j' ,jfll) and a pointer to leaf j"l in a priority queue based
on the values of the first term in the triplet. Each element of the priority queue is actually
a list containing all triplets that have identical first term. When node f3 is reached, the
--pro"cedure-is alerted by- the presenc-e""at" the toP"of th-e priority-queue of-triplets -liaving first
term d(f3) = Iw'l. After constructing the run partition at f3, the only thing needed to test
triplet (]w'[,P,jllt) is knowledge of whether or not j' is smaller than the minimum leaf
stored in the run at f3 containing j"'. This is easily done in log n time, e.g., by maintaining
pointers to the father in two-trees.
The case where Tf is a descendant of i is dealt with similarly, except instead of looking
for a sentinel in the proximity of of III we now look for j'" in the proximity of a sentinel
(cf. Lemma 8).
We examine now the performance of the procedure. vVe can charge each test to
the characteristic segment being tested. Equivalently, to the node of Tr that uniquely
represents that segment. We have seen that all preparatory stages for a test either take
constant time or can be absorbed into the O(log n) work already charged by the insertion
of some leaf. Thus, this preparatory work is absorbed in the O(n log2 n) previous global
bound. As for the tests themselves (i.e., checking j' and jill for membership in the same
necklace at (3), we have already argued that each such test charges O(log n) steps. Since
each node is not tested more than O(logn) times (ef. Lemma 7), our global bound of
O(nlog'n) follows.
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Theorem 2. There is an algorithm to compute all maximal quasiperiodicities of a string
x of n symbols in D( n log2 n) time.
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Testing a candidate quasiperiod.
